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Sustainable together. 
With good reason.
Our sustainability strategy.



...because we take our 
responsibility seriously.
For many years, scientists around the world 

have pointed towards the increasingly intensive 

consequences of climate change. Climate protection 

is playing a growing role for the population, our 

customers and also for us. Society as a whole is 

adopting an ever more sustainable approach. In 

the future, everyone will have to contribute to the 

reduction of inequalities and to environmental 

protection, including the real estate sector. Together 

with its tenants, this sector has a special responsibility 

because of its emissions as well as a significant 

influence on achieving the ambitious climate targets. 

That is why ecological aspects especially, but not 

exclusively, determine our sustainability strategy.

...because we offer our 
investors successful long-term 
investments.
It is particularly relevant to consider climate change 

comprehensively in the decision-making processes. This 

is the only way we can adapt to changing framework 

conditions at an early stage. This is how we can ensure 

today that our investors’ investments remain value 

stable and future-proof.

...because we want to meet 
our tenants’ requirements in 
the best possible way.
Sustainable management cannot stand alone. Flexibility 

in meeting our tenants’ changing requirements leads 

to increased satisfaction and contributes to long-term 

tenant loyalty. This intensive use of existing resources 

can be considered as another sustainability factor.

Sustainable together.
With good reason, ...

Our history is 

characterised by 

responsibility, trust and 

long-term thinking. These 

are the values we hold 

when making ourselves 

fit for a more sustainable 

future.

...because sustainability opens 
up new opportunities for us to 
grow and increase value.
With the latest methods and innovative solutions to 

sustainability issues, we ensure that our properties 

are among the most modern on the market and thus 

maintain or increase their value. There is also enormous 

market potential for sustainable investments, which 

explicitly includes sustainable real estate funds.

...because we care about 
future generations.
The maxim of our business and our success is that 

it must not be achieved at the expense of the 

opportunities of future generations.    

...because we offer innovative 
concepts in the real estate 
industry.
Real estate investments have a long-term character and 

the speed of change in the portfolio is low compared 

to other forms of investment. It is therefore important 

to recognise innovations at an early stage and to 

implement the best ideas quickly.

...because this is how we 
minimise entrepreneurial and 
social risks.
By consistently managing sustainability requirements, 

we can identify risks at an early stage and take 

appropriate measures. In doing so, we take our 

entrepreneurial and fiduciary responsibility without 

losing sight of the economic interests of our investors. 

In addition, actively reducing our CO2 footprint 

through innovative methods contributes to combating 

climate change.



Climate neutral by 2050 

Our aim is to achieve climate neutrality for all our business activities and the entire portfolio we manage by 2050. This aims to limit 

global warming to below 2°C compared to pre-industrial levels, in accordance with the Paris Climate Agreement.

Our path towards the environmental goals.

We are building up a sustainable product range. To this aim, we defined an individual, 

sustainable fund strategy for selected funds, which initially focuses on concrete positive 

effects on the environment (e.g. CO2 reduction). Our goal is to distribute a majority of 

sustainable products by the end of 2021 (measured by total assets), to report on their 

degree of taxonomy compliance and to continuously increase this share by 2030.

A clear strategy for sustainable products

We will significantly reduce our carbon footprint by 2030. 

By measuring the carbon footprint of our products, we can 

take targeted measures to effectively reduce CO2 emissions 

and track them.

Actively reduce carbon emissions

We continuously and proactively develop our proven risk 

management, controlling and reporting in relation to the 

requirements of sustainability.

Proactive risk management

To sustainably manage our globally distributed real estate 

portfolio and achieve climate neutrality by 2050, we need a large 

number of initiatives. We take on this challenge of our time.

In reducing the CO2 footprint, we will also keep an eye on the decarbonisation pathway 

of the EU. If CO2 emissions fall too slowly, we can take action early, before 2030.

Ambitious EU targets as an example



Certifications according to recognised standards 

demonstrate the quality of our properties under 

transparent sustainability criteria. We are consistently 

pursuing this path.

Certifications as a quality label

In suitable properties, we seek to talk to our tenants about 

sustainable management and use of the buildings. By mutual 

accord, we make corresponding agreements (green leases).

Working together for more sustainability

Sustainability indicators create transparency to 

implement measures even more effectively. We will 

adjust our reporting accordingly.

Doing good and talking about it

We push for continuous knowledge building and 

knowledge transfer on sustainability problems 

and possible solutions through active association 

activities and an active exchange within the sector.

Knowing what is important now

We are consistently continuing our already confirmed good governance with its functioning compliance systems and 

sustainable human resources management. We also steadily pursue our social and societal commitments. 

Social responsibility as an integral part of our identity and tradition

We strongly support statutory 

sustainability initiatives and 

carry this commitment to 

our tenants, partners and 

within the sector. We aim for 

a successfully and sustainably 

growing partnership 

cooperation.



How will we achieve 
these goals? 

We are already planning measures today to achieve each of our defined goals. On the one hand, 

these measures are specific enough to really measure them against our goals. On the other hand, 

they also leave room for active, continuous improvement.

We will, for example, continue to align the fund strategies individually and 

define specific CO2 reduction targets for each fund.

A portfolio of measures to reduce CO2 emissions will be built up, from which 

object-specific activities will be selected by our fund and asset management team. 

This portfolio of measures includes, for example, the implementation of structural 

measures (use of smart technologies as well as energy-efficient refurbishments), 

the adaptation of the purchase and sales processes, the implementation of the 

certification reports and the purchase of green electricity, green gas and CO2 

emission certificates.

Across all business areas, there are supplementary criteria to exclude certain investments in the 

liquidity management (adjustment of corresponding filters), for the creation of transparency 

(setting up an energy monitoring system) and knowledge building (association work).

Sustainability as a holistic integrated 
mission at three levels

For us, assuming responsibility as a reliable partner means combining financial criteria and social 

responsibility. That is why we never consider the issues of economy, ecology, social responsibility and 

corporate governance in isolation, but always in interaction. Integrating these factors at all levels, at the 

corporate level, as well as at the fund and asset level, is the key to consistent sustainability.

We as fund managers
  Development and expansion of a sustainable product range

  Expansion of risk management and controlling

  Reporting

We as asset managers
  CO2 reduction path / compliance with decarbonisation path

  Green leases

  Certified real estate

  Exclusion criteria for investements in the liquidity management 

We as a company
  Ensuring economic efficiency

  Good governance

  Sustainable human resources management

  Social commitment

  Assessment of the carbon footprint caused by the business activity
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